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Neisha Crosland’s range of giclée prints includes these Ovals, £150 each,
neishacrosland.com
JAKE FITZJONES

How to buy artwork that suits
your style
Whatever your budget, a well-chosen print or
painting will lift your interiors — and your mood
Katrina Burroughs
Thursday August 13 2020, 5.00pm, The Times
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Nell Mitchell speaks for us all. Acrylics on canvas,
created by the recent graduate of Glasgow School
of Art at the beginning of lockdown, include “I’m
not Allergic to Pollen I’m Just Crying” and
“Everything Is a Big Pile of Shit”. Her collection,
with prices from £500, posted at aucart.com in
July, is attracting the attention of art buyers
seeking works that capture the zeitgeist.
Appetite for art has remained in the pink
throughout the pandemic. Between bingeing on
inexpensive works to lift domestic decor and
“revenge shopping”, the term for the unleashing of
pent-up luxury spending, sales are looking
healthy. When Opera Gallery in London closed its
doors in March, its director Federica Beretta
decided to start a virtual matchmaking service for
her clients, setting them up with artworks
compatible with their taste and interiors. Since the
launch of this artistic eHarmony, at beginning of
April, the New Bond Street gallery’s transactions
have equalled last year’s, with notable sales
including a work by Pierre Soulages, sold online
for more than £1.5 million.
Untitled work by Yishay Hogesta,
130cm x 130cm, £2,100,
aucart.com

If a piece by the great French painter, known for
his works in black, is beyond your budget then
take heart, because the AUordable Art Fair (AAF)
starts up again in October, ﬁrst in Stockholm, then
in Battersea, southwest London. Founded by Will
Ramsay in 1999 with the mission to “make art
inclusive rather than exclusive,” AAF has now
been joined by several like-minded platforms.
Natasha Arselan, the founder and chief executive
of aucart.com, the website showcasing Nell
Mitchell’s work, launched her online art business
in 2017 to connect emerging artists and buyers
“like me, with an interest in art, but no access to
huge amounts of wealth”. The traditional hunting
ground for new talent is the degree shows, which
this year have been cancelled due to Covid-19.
Some have gone online, such as Central Saint
Martin’s Graduate Showcase, and Arselan
mounted a virtual exhibition of artists of the class
of 2020 on the Aucart website.
“If the price is too high for you, you can leave a bid
instead of simply buying. Some artists need cash
for materials, or other expenses, and can be happy
to take an oUer,” she says, adding that the asking
prices are pitched to be reasonable. “And the
feeling attached to supporting a living artist,
especially at the beginning of their career, is
extremely rewarding.”

Wash up with a pleasant view: pictures by Jessica Yolanda Kaye, Frances
Costelloe and Lisa Hardy, from Partnership Editions

Georgia Spray, the founder of Partnership
Editions, launched her new website a couple of
weeks into lockdown, and ran virtual life-drawing
classes, with artists leading the sessions from their
studios, donating the proceeds to the Trussell
Trust. “We waited to launch the site until we had
more information about furlough schemes, and by
then people were starting to spend. We found a lot
of people wanted to support new talent, at a time
when independent makers and young artists’
livelihoods were on the line.” The artists who
caught the imagination of lockdown collectors
were making work about the situation they found
themselves in. Christabel Blackburn’s depictions
of social isolation, painted in her spare room with
her three-year-old playing around her feet, sold
out in less than an hour. Hester Finch, who usually
draws pastels of female nudes, turned to herself as
a model, and produced drawings of her own hands
(£330, partnershipeditions.com).

There are two ways of approaching art buying for
interiors: building decor around an artwork, or
choosing a piece that will layer in with an
established scheme.

A sitting room by the interior designer Rachel Chudley

Rachel Chudley, an interior designer, says: “We
often plan our rooms around art. An incredible
artwork can speak to the room and is not part of
the decoration.” Chudley started her career in the
art world co-curating art and design exhibitions,
and her east London studio is made up of artists as
well as designers. “I present my ideas for artworks
to the client and this sometimes includes visits to
studios, workshops and galleries with them.”
SPONSORED

The secrets of 21st3 reasons why this
century retirees revealed business school is
disrupting the industry
Paintings similiar to this one by
Venetia Berry are available through
Partnership Editions

Sarah Peake, another interior designer, says her
own preference is for decorative abstract works
that harmonise with the interior. “I’m always
drawn to abstract rather than ﬁgurative, in
general, and they have the widest appeal among
clients.” Peake’s little black book includes: the
Shopﬂoor Project, where she recently bought a
Claudia Rankin artist’s print, £110,
theshopﬂoorproject.com, and Birdie Fortescue,
who stocks colourful abstract landscapes by the
Norfolk artist Linda Jamieson, from £400,
birdiefortescue.co.uk.
“During lockdown, I discovered [collage artist]
Molly van Amerongen on Instagram,” Peake says.
Van Amerongen was posting as part of the
#artistsupportpledge, a project started by the
artist Matthew Burrows in response to the
pandemic, whereby artists oUer works with a
value up to £200 and, when they reach orders of
£1,000, they pledge to buy a piece from another
artist. “She does commissions as well, so if we are
looking for a piece and we need something a
certain size, we can order a custom work.”
Art does not always need to supply a profound
cultural experience — sometimes we just want
something to match the sofa. “Art can also be a
great colour carrier to complement other elements
within the room, so we’re always thinking about
how it pairs with other categories,” says Ruth
Wassermann, the design director of Made.com.
“For example, we’re seeing a rise in the popularity
of soft, earthy tones in our art, which sit really
nicely alongside rattan furniture and natural
textiles.” In the past three months, demand for
wall art at Made.com has increased 114 per cent
from last year, and among the hits of the brand’s
range are gallery wall sets — groups of three to ﬁve
pictures, designed to occupy the spaces above
couches and sideboards.

UFOs by Ben Lowe, framed 94cm square canvas print, £375, loaf.com

Loaf, the furniture retailer, is another excellent
source for decorative artworks. Its founder,
Charlie Marshall, has been collaborating with Ben
Lowe, a Gloucestershire-based artist, known for
his abstract oil paintings. Landing on September
17, the latest collection reﬂects the gentle colour
palette of the company’s AW20 couches, lamps
and rugs (£375, loaf.com). For the more
decoratively adventurous, Neisha Crosland, the
queen of surface pattern, sells a range of giclée
prints. Fans can hang a 61cm x 97cm poster of
Zebra in Gold, £130, on a wall covered with her
brown zebra-patterned wallpaper (£78 per 10m
roll, neishacrosland.com) for a fabulously
maximalist eUect.
Artworks that depict rooms featuring artworks are
a niche pleasure. Lottie Cole paints portraits of the
interiors of Charleston, the Bloomsbury group’s
house in East Sussex, ﬁlled with art by Duncan
Grant and Vanessa Bell, and creates imaginary
rooms, including art she would like to own by
Elisabeth Frink, William Scott and Winifred
Nicholson, £4,800, cricketﬁneart.co.uk.
Cole says: “I don’t put people in when I’m painting.
I like to imagine I could walk into the room and
plonk myself down. The paintings are basically me
living out my shopping fantasies of buying
modern British art.”
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Well, if a black-from-the-black painting by
Pierre Soulages was given to me, I promise that
I would redecorate all my house to accomodate
it :-)
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I had to move my Loaf chair, as it was oIcentre from the only place I could hang my
Jack Vettriano limited edition
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Learn to paint and draw Give it time. You’ll
surprise yourself - in beige!
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Given the clue is in both the adjective and the
noun, do we still have interior designers who
design or are they now all interior architecture
consultants.
when I read stuI like this I wonder if she or he
can tell his or her art from his or her elbow.
But then again they are writing for people who
are too up their own arthole.
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Love it !! Thanks for the laugh Sam.....
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Art for arts sake!!
if you cant aIord what’s for sale on a gallery
wall, go to you local art school degree show and
buy what you really connect with. Never buy
art that is an accessory to a sofa. It is art- not a
scatter cushion.
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It may just as well be nowadays

Tom Payne
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This is really a question of personal taste and
style. In my view good artwork in the right
room greatly enhances both the art and the
room. Whereas good artwork in the wrong
room diminishes both.
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This is a really interesting read, thank you.
Reminds me of the rock star, in Woody Allen's
'Hannah and Her Sisters', asking Max Von
Sydow's artist if he's 'got anything in beige'!
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"Art does not always need to supply a profound
cultural experience — sometimes we just want
something to match the sofa."
That's not art; it's soft furnishings, about the
level of scatter cushions.
Who says: I think I'll buy that pink picture; it'll
go with the carpet?
I think I'll buy that house; it'll suit my pictures,
makes more sense.
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it depends on the sofa which of course would
have to be “art”
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Art is a personal thing. And nothing
whatsoever to do with decor or furniture.
Signed prints are always good, if you can't
aIord the original. No mention of photographs
in here? Very collectable these days.
1
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Buy art because it calls out to you! You need to
feel one thing for it - don’t worry about what’s
fashionable or what other people may think.
Mix it all up as well - sometimes putting
unexpected things together results in
something greater than its parts!
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Gnome de Plume
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No-one, absolutely no-one with any taste, class
or education buys artwork to go with their
furniture. Buying furniture to go with your
artwork is acceptable, if a bit trite, but artwork
as an accessory is the hallmark of a roomstylist or hotel chain decorator: real people
have more sense.
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Gnome de Plume

How would you explain the phenomenon that
groups of people from similar class
backgrounds value similar things in art,
music, entertainment etc. Class, education
and taste are all shaped by a range of social
forces, economics and our access to the arts.
Published research on this is fascinating.
I am sure many Times readers will support
your view of taste and criticise mine but I
would suggest that is not necessarily
accidental, 'real' or 'more sensible'
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Couldn’t agree more
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